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20WAYS  TO IMPROVE PATIENT CARE & PHARMACY PROFITABILITY

CEO: Bob Curry
Founded: 2012
Employees: 30
Phone: (650) 941-7000, option #1
Fax: (650) 353-3520
Address:  365 San Antonio Road 

Mountain View, CA 94040
Website: www.perceptimed.com
Email: mreynolds@perceptimed.com

Company Background
PerceptiMed was founded in early 2012 with a driving purpose — to 
reduce the margin of  human error in prescription dispensing in retail 
pharmacies, long-term care facilities, and hospitals. 

With improved prescription safety as a goal, Dr. Alan Jacobs assembled 
a team of  machine vision experts, engineers, and pharmacists to develop 
his vision of  an intelligent system that can visually verify and count pills 
for a patient’s prescription. Ensuring the right prescription makes it into 
the hands of  the right patient is also a priority. Our unique scripClip will 
call management system easily works within any pharmacy to quickly 
locate every prescription.

Thanks to PerceptiMed, patients can rest assured that the medication 
and dosage prescribed are in fact the medication and dosage they are 
receiving.

Product Overview
PerceptiMed’s feature-rich scripClip™ Will Call System includes: 
verification checks that ensure customers receive their correct 
medications, provides labor saving search and RTS functions, locates 
all prescriptions belonging to a customer including family member 
prescriptions, and locates packages everywhere in the pharmacy. No 
store remodeling is necessary. It’s the only system that supports both 
hanging bags and clips for paper bags. scripClip’s ultra-efficient power 
management allows it to operate for over a year on a single, replaceable 
battery. 

PerceptiMed’s identRx™ uses artificial intelligence for machine-vision 
pill verification, and advanced technology verifies that every dose is 
correct as it simultaneously serves as an ultra-accurate pill counter. 
identRx performs automatic, multiple counts for all drugs including 
Schedule II drugs. Its small, desktop footprint eliminates the need for 
remodeling. identRx supports remote verification and can provide 
workload rebalancing in telepharmacy environments. 

Features & Options
PerceptiMed’s scripClip will call system has 12 advanced features for 
improved workflow, efficiency, and safety:

1. Prescription Verification
2. Works Anywhere  — Including Refrigerators and Secure Cabinets
3. Fits Anywhere — No Store Remodeling
4. Labor Saving Return-To-Stock
5. Convert Will Call Inventory Into Sales
6. Tamper Proof, Diversion Alerts
7. Central Fill Tote Support
8.  Express Pick Up — Locate Directly from your Customer Phone App
9. Hanging Bag and Paper Bag Clip Versions
10.  Just In Time Inventory — Identify Specific Medications in Will Call
11.  Rapidly Identifies Medications Not Picked Up — Improves 

Medication Adherence 
12. Home Delivery Support

When we look at the return on investment for our scripClip system, 
the two highest values for a pharmacy owner are: one, rapidly locating 
hanging bag inventory in will call, at any time, for any date range and 
converting will call inventory to sales; and two, eliminating mishandled 
prescriptions at the POS, reducing HIPAA violations, and accurately 
locating all filled prescriptions for your customers — promoting better 
customer service and enhancing the customer experience. These two 
factors alone will turn your scripClip system into a revenue vehicle for 
your pharmacy.

Product Specifications
scripClip will call systems can be ordered to match any size pharmacy 
operation. Please call (650) 941-7000, option #1, to speak with a 
pharmacy consultant.

Trade Shows/Meetings Attended
PerceptiMed exhibited scripClip at the following events in 2017: 
NACDS Total Show Expo, APhA, NCPA Annual Convention, PDS, 
AmerisourceBergen, Cardinal Health, ComputerRx, and ASAP.

Pricing Information
Please call, (650) 941-7000, option #1, or email sales@perceptimed.com 
to configure your scripClip will call solution and receive a system quote.

PerceptiMed’s scripClip will call system uses technology which 
promotes patient safety and medication accuracy — freeing up time 
for patient care. scripClip reduces labor costs through faster bag 
searches and returns to stock, and reduces customer wait times.

scripClip™ by PerceptiMed




